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Today, when we say Delhi, we not only mean â€œThe capital Cityâ€• but the city surrounded by National
Capital Region-â€œThe NCRâ€•. With long history of the city, Delhi was already in the eyes of the people
everywhere and they know about the place more or less. The NCR region is newest of the identities
Delhi carries with itself. Gurgaon, Noida, Greater Noida, Faridabad and Ghaziabad are the business
attractions of the place. As the population of Delhi continues to grow due to business and livelihood
opportunities, these places are becoming the modern business hubs in Delhi. This is why the hotels
in Delhi seemed to be busier than usual. Old Delhi Hotels and New Delhi hotels are redesigning
themselves to cater the growing need to accommodate business people.

The growth in business avenues like Infrastructure, Information Technology, Media and PR etc have
contributed a lot in the hotel business of the city that was already buzzing with the timely
appearances of popular and not-so-popular celebrities. Hotels in Delhi are always easy to find as
tapping the opportunity, many real estate giants have come up with grand hotels taking care of all
the necessities of the guest. Hotel like ITC Maurya, Hotel Grand Park Inn, Hotel Taj Mahal and
Hotel Leela Palace represent the league of grandeur and styled living. Then there are Le Meridian,
Hilton Garden, Sheraton, The Manor and likes that redefine luxury and hospitality. One just has to
think how much he can look or rather overlook his pocket.

Due to the MNCs coming to India, almost every company has its head office at Delhi or NCR.  This
is one more reason of foreign visitors coming here. After their business hours they like to explore
Delhi if of course time permits them to do so. Old Delhi Hotels and New Delhi Hotels are designed
to take care of them rather well so that they keep repeating their visits, in Delhi and in their hotels.

Hotels in Delhi could be booked by going to the official websites of the hotels or with the online
travel portals that have list of the hotels tied up with them for the ease of the traveler as well as for
the growth of their mutual businesses. Taking this in to considerations, hotels in Delhi are growing
faster as the world business is gaining new grounds every day in the City. Still, Businesses aside,
Delhi welcomes everybody with open arms to come and forget every other thing.
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